Hi again! Here is WEEK 8 (only TWO weeks late!) And this
week we explore a Photographer’s most trusted command!
Yes, it’s SMILE!! Smile for the camera, look this way and
smile, and the ever popular “Say Cheese!” is often said to try
to grab that sometimes elusive SMILE! But try to find ways
to catch those natural smiles, those half-smirks that just melt
your heart. The posed “Smile-On-Command” smile is often
NOT what you want in your pictures. When you want to try
to capture that look - try to think of these ideas… they might
just make you…

And a VERY special THANK YOU to our friend, Sarah from
*Sweet Blossom Designs* for letting us use her super cute
kit, *PHOTO SHOOT* for this fun series! Thanks Sarah,
we LOVE it!! (I think you will too!)
Check it out here: PHOTO SHOOT!

Join us each Saturday in 2012 for a fun new edition of MMS P-52! It’s
going to be a fun journey into our lives, our memories, our family’s
story and we’ll grow through it together! If you miss a week, don’t
worries, the posts will be listed on the blog so you can always catch
up! If you have something FUN you want to suggest that we add to the
list - please send me an email, Email me at LisaJ@MyMemories.com

. .and don’t forget to make a memory today!
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Everyone can think of a song, a book, a story that brings a natural smile to your face!! Children and subjects
for your photos are no different! Spend some time trying to think of things that will bring a natural smile to
the face of the subjects in your pictures. You an also take a chance and make them LAUGH - there is nothing
more precious than a true LAUGHING face! When you see a picture of a little tiny slobbery, drooly face in an
ear to ear grin - what’s better than that??? There are days when that’s enough. And remember with digital
to
try out the
“burst” mode or “continuous shooting” mode on your camera - because it’s often
the 2nd, 3rd or even 4th picture in your series that give you the TRUE look
you want. Digital really freed us from having to be concerned about how
MANY pictures we were taking. If you can - even try to set your camera
up on a
tripod to have a more natural interaction with the subject of your photo.

I just did a QUICK *Google* search for images of people and children laughing and came up with just TONS of
results - so it’s easy to find some inspiration for your photos just by looking. See these examples below and
notice that not one of them really is focused on anything other than the people in the photo and them being
together! It’s easy to find people you LOVE, now just find that magic button that makes them SMILE!!!
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